
Stephen Hawking 
Who Was Stephen Hawking?
Stephen Hawking was an English scientist, teacher and author. He used a wheelchair 
to move around and a computer with a voice synthesiser to talk, after being 
diagnosed with a disease called ALS when he was at university. Stephen is best 
known for finding out a lot about the science of how the universe was made and 
predicting what might happen to it in the future.  
 
When Was Stephen Hawking Born? 
&G8C;8A�J4F�5BEA�BA��th��4AH4EL������<A�"K9BE7
��A:?4A7��
He was the eldest child of Frank Hawking and Isobel Walker. 
His parents loved learning and both went to the University 
B9�"K9BE7�� 
Stephen was born in the middle of the Second World War 
and London was a very dangerous place to be. Stephen’s 
mother moved away from London to make sure that Stephen would 
be safe when he was born. 

What Was Stephen’s Family Like?
Stephen had two sisters and one brother. People who knew Stephen’s family 

thought that they were odd. They would each read a book while they 
ate meals and they didn’t talk. They are said to have kept bees in their 

basement and made fireworks in their greenhouse! 

When Did Stephen Become Interested in Science?
Stephen became interested in science from an early age. He loved to lie on the grass in 
the garden and watch the stars with his mother. Stephen liked playing board games 
and making model planes and boats. Stephen also built a computer out of old clock 
4A7�G8?8C;BA8�C4EGF�J;8A�;8�J4F�=HFG����L84EF�B?7�

What Did Stephen Discover about Space?
While at university, Stephen became very interested in black holes. At the time, people 
thought that black holes were places in space where gravity pulls so much that even 
light cannot get out. Yet Stephen noticed that one thing was able to get out of a black 
hole: radiation. Radiation is a wave of energy that can come out of or off something 
and Stephen found out that radiation can even come out of black holes.

What Stephen found out was so important that this type of radiation was named after 
him. It is called Hawking radiation. Stephen then used what he had learned to prove 
that the universe started with the Big Bang. Stephen’s work and his great personality 
made millions of people become interested in science.
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1. �"A�J;<6;�74G8�J4F�&G8C;8A�5BEA��'<6>�one. 

����th��85EH4EL�����
����th��868@58E�����
����th��4AH4EL�����
����th� 4E6;�����

2. �*;<6;�HA<I8EF<GL�7<7�&G8C;8AnF�C4E8AGF�:B�GB��'<6>�one. 

   University of London
���(A<I8EF<GL�B9�"K9BE7
   University of Science
   University of Hawking

3. �*;4G�7<7�&G8C;8A�5H<?7�J;8A�;8�J4F�~��L84EF�B?7��'<6>�one. 

   a telephone
   a clock
   a telescope
   a computer

4. �!H@58E�G;8�8I8AGF�58?BJ�GB�F;BJ�G;8�BE78E�<A�J;<6;�G;8L�4CC84E�<A�G;8�G8KG�

   Stephen became very interested in black holes.
�    Stephen was the eldest child of Frank Hawking and Isobel Walker.

   Stephen built a computer out of old clock and telephone parts.
   Stephen’s mother moved away from London.
   People who knew Stephen’s family thought that they were odd.

5.  Give one reason why people thought that Stephen’s family were odd.  

 

6. Find and copy the missing words:

Stephen’s                   and his great                   made millions of people 
become interested in                  .

7.  Sum up what Stephen discovered in 25 words or fewer. 
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1. �"A�J;<6;�74G8�J4F�&G8C;8A�5BEA��'<6>�one. 

����th��85EH4EL�����
����th��868@58E�����
  ��th��4AH4EL�����
����th� 4E6;�����

2. �*;<6;�HA<I8EF<GL�7<7�&G8C;8AnF�C4E8AGF�:B�GB��'<6>�one. 

   University of London
   University of Oxford
   University of Science
   University of Hawking

3. �*;4G�7<7�&G8C;8A�5H<?7�J;8A�;8�J4F�~��L84EF�B?7��'<6>�one. 

   a telephone
   a clock
   a telescope
   a computer

4. �!H@58E�G;8�8I8AGF�58?BJ�GB�F;BJ�G;8�BE78E�<A�J;<6;�G;8L�4CC84E�<A�G;8�G8KG�

�    Stephen became very interested in black holes.
�    Stephen was the eldest child of Frank Hawking and Isobel Walker.
�    Stephen built a computer out of old clock and telephone parts.
�    Stephen’s mother moved away from London.
�    People who knew Stephen’s family thought that they were odd.

5.  Give one reason why people thought that Stephen’s family were odd.  
Accept any one of the following: they would each read a book while they ate meals and 
7<7AnG�G4?>��G;8L�>8CG�588F�<A�G;8<E�54F8@8AG��G;8L�@478�ŜE8JBE>F�<A�G;8<E�:E88A;BHF8�

6. Find and copy the missing words: 
Stephen’s work and his great personality made millions of people  become interested in 
science.

7.  Sum up what Stephen discovered in 25 words or fewer. 
 Pupils’ own responses, such as: Stephen discovered that radiation could come out of 
5?46>�;B?8F�4A7�;8�HF87�G;<F�GB�CEBI8�G;4G�G;8�HA<I8EF8�FG4EG87�J<G;�G;8��<:��4A:�
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Stephen Hawking 
Stephen Hawking was an English scientist, teacher and author. He used a wheelchair 
to move around and a computer with a voice synthesiser to talk, after being diagnosed 
with a degenerative disease called ALS when he was at university. He is best known 
for finding out how the universe was formed and predicting what might happen to it 
in the future. 

Early Life
&G8C;8A�*<??<4@��4J><A:�J4F�5BEA�BA��th��4AH4EL������<A�"K9BE7
��A:?4A7���8�J4F�
5BEA�8K46G?L�����L84EF�49G8E�G;8�784G;�B9��4?<?8B�z�4�946G�G;4G�&G8C;8A�J4F�I8EL�CEBH7�
of. He was the eldest child of Frank Hawking, a medical researcher, and Isobel Walker, 
a Scottish secretary. His parents loved learning and both went to the University of 
"K9BE7��

Stephen was born in the middle of the Second World War. During this time, London 
was a very dangerous place. To make sure that Stephen would be safe when he was 
5BEA
�;<F�@BG;8E�@BI87�4J4L�9EB@��BA7BA�4A7�J8AG�GB�"K9BE7��*;<?8�G;8L�?<I87�<A�
"K9BE7
��4J><A:nF�GJB�F<FG8EF�[#;<?<CC4�4A7� 4EL\�J8E8�5BEA�4A7�;<F�5EBG;8E�[�7J4E7\�
was adopted.

Childhood
�A�����
�G;8��4J><A:�94@<?L�@BI87�GB�&G��?54AF��#8BC?8�J;B�>A8J�G;8�94@<?L�G;BH:;G�
that they were odd; instead of talking or watching television, the family would sit in 
silence and each read a book while they ate meals. They are said to have kept a beehive 
in their basement and made fireworks in their greenhouse! 

Stephen showed an interest in science from an early age. 
He loved to lie on the grass in the garden 
and watch the stars with his mother. 
Stephen enjoyed playing board games 
and making model aeroplanes and 
boats. Stephen built a computer out of 
B?7�6?B6>�4A7�G8?8C;BA8�C4EGF�4G�=HFG����
years old.

Scientific Discoveries
Just like his parents, 
Stephen went to 
the University of 
"K9BE7�� �8� J8AG�
G;8E8� 4G� =HFG� ���
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Stephen Hawking
L84EF�B?7�5864HF8�;8�;47�C4FF87�;<F�8K4@F�4�L84E�84E?L���8�F4<7�G;4G�G;8�JBE>�J4F�
‘ridiculously easy’.

Stephen then went to study at the University of Cambridge, where he became very 
interested in black holes. At the time, people thought that black holes were places in 
space where gravity pulls so much that even light cannot get out. However, Stephen 
noticed that one thing was able to get out of a black hole: a certain type of radiation. 
This type of radiation was named after him and it is now known as Hawking radiation. 
Using what he had learned, Stephen helped to prove the idea that the universe began 
with the Big Bang. Stephen’s work and his great personality made millions of people 
become interested in science.

Glossary
degenerative�z��8GG<A:�JBEF8�BI8E�G<@8�

radiation�z�*4I8F�B9�8A8E:L�G;4G�6B@8�BHG�B9�BE�B99�FB@8G;<A:�

researcher z���C8EFBA�J;B�GE<8F�GB�9<A7�BHG�@BE8�45BHG�FB@8G;<A:�

secretary�z���C8EFBA�J;B�JE<G8F�?8GG8EF
�@4>8F�4CCB<AG@8AGF�4A7�>88CF�E86BE7F�
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1. *;4G�J4F�G;8�A4@8�B9�&G8C;8A�F�@BG;8E��'<6>�one. 

   Frank
   Isobel
   Philippa
   Mary

2. ��A�J;<6;�GBJA�J4F�&G8C;8A�5BEA��'<6>�one. 

   St Albans
   London
���"K9BE7
   Cambridge

3. �*;<6;�GJB�B9�G;8F8�7<7�&G8C;8A�8A=BL�7B<A:�4F�4�6;<?7��'<6>�two. 

   watching the stars
   racing his bike
   playing board games

   baking with his mother

4. Fill in the missing words:

People thought that                          were places in space where                         pulls so 
much that even                               cannot get out.

5. *;4G�;47�;4CC8A87�8K46G?L��}}�L84EF�589BE8�&G8C;8A�J4F�5BEA� 

  

6. *;4G�7<7�&G8C;8A�7<F6BI8E�6BH?7�6B@8�BHG�B9�4�5?46>�;B?8� 

  

7. *;L�J8E8�&G8C;8AnF�F6<8AG<Ŝ6�7<F6BI8E<8F�<@CBEG4AG� 

   

  

8. �KC?4<A�J;L�&G8C;8AnF�@BG;8E�@BI87�9EB@��BA7BA�GB�"K9BE7� 
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1. *;4G�J4F�G;8�A4@8�B9�&G8C;8A�F�@BG;8E��'<6>�one. 

   Frank
   Isobel
   Philippa
   Mary

2. ��A�J;<6;�GBJA�J4F�&G8C;8A�5BEA��'<6>�one. 

   St Albans
   London
   Oxford
   Cambridge

3. �*;<6;�GJB�B9�G;8F8�7<7�&G8C;8A�8A=BL�7B<A:�4F�4�6;<?7��'<6>�two. 

   watching the stars
   racing his bike
   playing board games

   baking with his mother

4. Fill in the missing words: 
People thought that black holes were places in space where gravity pulls  so much that 
even light cannot get out.

5. *;4G�;47�;4CC8A87�8K46G?L��}}�L84EF�589BE8�&G8C;8A�J4F�5BEA� 

�4?<?8B�7<87�8K46G?L��}}�L84EF�589BE8�&G8C;8A�J4F�5BEA�

6. *;4G�7<7�&G8C;8A�7<F6BI8E�6BH?7�6B@8�BHG�B9�4�5?46>�;B?8� 

�&G8C;8A�7<F6BI8E87�E47<4G<BA�6BH?7�6B@8�BHG�B9�4�5?46>�;B?8�

7. *;L�J8E8�&G8C;8AnF�F6<8AG<Ŝ6�7<F6BI8E<8F�<@CBEG4AG� 
#HC<?Fn�BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F�&G8C;8AnF�F6<8AG<Ŝ6�7<F6BI8E<8F�J8E8�<@CBEG4AG�5864HF8�
people learned something about black holes they had never known before and it helped 
HF�GB�>ABJ�;BJ�G;8�HA<I8EF8�58:4A�

8. �KC?4<A�J;L�&G8C;8AnF�@BG;8E�@BI87�9EB@��BA7BA�GB�"K9BE7� 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: Stephen’s mother moved from London to Oxford because 
�BA7BA�J4F�4�I8EL�74A:8EBHF�C?468�<A�G;8�&86BA7�*BE?7�*4E��&;8�J4AG87�GB�@4>8�FHE8�
G;4G�&G8C;8A�JBH?7�58�F498�J;8A�;8�J4F�5BEA�
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Stephen Hawking 
Stephen Hawking was an English scientist, cosmologist, teacher and author. He used 
a wheelchair to move around and a computer with a voice synthesiser to talk, after 
being diagnosed with a degenerative motor neurone disease called ALS when he was 
at university. He is best known for discovering how the universe was formed and 
predicting what might happen to it in the future. 

Early Life
&G8C;8A�*<??<4@��4J><A:�J4F�5BEA�BA��th��4AH4EL������<A�"K9BE7
��A:?4A7���8�J4F�
5BEA�8K46G?L�����L84EF�49G8E� G;8�784G;�B9� G;8� 94@BHF�astronomer��4?<?8B�z�4� 946G�
that Stephen was very proud of. He was the eldest child of Frank Hawking, a medical 
researcher, and Isobel Walker, a Scottish secretary. His parents loved learning and both 
J8AG�GB�G;8�(A<I8EF<GL�B9�"K9BE7���<F�94G;8E�FGH7<87�@87<6<A8
�J;<?8�;<F�@BG;8E�FGH7<87�
philosophy and politics.

Stephen was born during the Second World War. At this time, London was a very 
dangerous place. To make sure that Stephen would be safe when he was born, his 
@BG;8E�@BI87�9EB@�G;8<E�;B@8�<A��<:;:4G8
��BA7BA�GB�"K9BE7���HE<A:�G;8�G<@8�G;4G�
G;8L�?<I87�<A�"K9BE7
��4J><A:nF�C4E8AGF�;47�@BE8�6;<?7E8A�FB�;8�:4<A87�G;E88�F<5?<A:F�
two sisters named Philippa and Mary and an adopted brother named Edward.

Childhood
�A�����
�G;8��4J><A:�94@<?L�@BI87�GB�&G��?54AF�<A��8EG9BE7F;<E8��#8BC?8�J;B�>A8J�
the family thought that they were rather odd; instead of talking or watching television, 
the family would sit in silence and each read a book while 
they ate meals. They are said to have kept a beehive in 
their basement and made fireworks in their 
greenhouse! 

From an early age, Stephen showed an 
interest in science, especially space. He 
loved to lie on the grass in the garden and 
watch the stars with his mother. Stephen 
enjoyed playing board games and making 
model aeroplanes and boats. With the help of 
his maths teacher, Stephen 
built a computer out 
of old clock and 
telephone parts at 
=HFG����L84EF�B?7�
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Stephen Hawking

Glossary
astronomer� z�&B@85B7L�J;B� FGH7<8F� G;8�CBF<G<BA�B9� G;8� FHA
�@BBA
� FG4EF�4A7�
planets.

cosmologist�z�&B@85B7L�J;B�FGH7<8F�;BJ�G;8�HA<I8EF8�J4F�@478�4A7�J;4G�J<??�
happen to it.

philosophy�z�';8�FGH7L�B9�;BJ�J8�8K<FG�4A7�;BJ�J8�>ABJ�G;<A:F�

politics�z�';8�FGH7L�B9�;BJ�6BHAGE<8F�4E8�?87�4A7�J;4G�:BI8EA@8AGF�7B��

radiation�z�*4I8F�B9�8A8E:L�G;4G�6B@8�BHG�B9�BE�B99�FB@8G;<A:�

Scientific Discoveries
�HFG�?<>8�;<F�C4E8AGF
�&G8C;8A�J8AG�GB�G;8�(A<I8EF<GL�B9�"K9BE7�4G�=HFG����L84EF�B?7
�
C4FF<A:�;<F�8K4@F�4�L84E�84E?L���8�J4F�F4<7�GB�9<A7�G;8�JBE>�mE<7<6H?BHF?L�84FLn�4A7�;8�
received the highest award possible for his degree in natural sciences.

Stephen then moved on to study at the University of Cambridge. While he was there, 
Stephen studied black holes. At the time, people thought that black holes were places 
in space where gravity pulls so much that even light cannot get out. Yet, Stephen 
discovered that one thing could escape from a black hole: radiation. This type of 
radiation, now known as Hawking radiation, was named after him and, using what 
he had learned, Stephen helped to prove the idea that the universe began with the Big 
Bang. Stephen’s work, along with his incredible sense of humour, inspired millions of 
people to become interested in science.
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1. *;<6;�GJB�FH5=86GF�7<7�&G8C;8AnF�@BG;8E�FGH7L�4G�HA<I8EF<GL���'<6>�two. 

   astrology
   medicine
   politics
   philosophy

2. ��A�J;<6;�L84E�7<7�&G8C;8A�F�94@<?L�@BI8�GB�&G��?54AF��'<6>�one. 

�������
�������
�������
�������

3. �*;B�;8?C87�&G8C;8A�GB�5H<?7�4�6B@CHG8E�J;8A�;8�J4F�~��L84EF�B?7� 

  

4. *;L�7<7�&G8C;8A�:B�GB�HA<I8EF<GL�4�L84E�84E?<8E�G;4A�ABE@4?� 

  

5. Find and copy a phrase which shows that Stephen was older than his brother and sisters. 

  

6. &H@�HC�G;8�<@CBEG4A68�B9�&G8C;8AnF�F6<8AG<Ŝ6�7<F6BI8E<8F� 

   

  

  

  

7. �KC?4<A�J;L�LBH�G;<A>�C8BC?8�G;BH:;G�G;8��4J><A:�94@<?L�J8E8�HAHFH4?� 

   

  

8. �KC?4<A�J;4G�J4F�F<:A<Ŝ64AG�45BHG�G;8�74L�&G8C;8A�J4F�5BEA� 

  

 

Stephen Hawking
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1. *;<6;�GJB�FH5=86GF�7<7�&G8C;8AnF�@BG;8E�FGH7L�4G�HA<I8EF<GL���'<6>�two. 

   astrology
   medicine
   politics
   philosophy

2. ��A�J;<6;�L84E�7<7�&G8C;8A�F�94@<?L�@BI8�GB�&G��?54AF��'<6>�one. 

�������
�������
   ����
�������

3. �*;B�;8?C87�&G8C;8A�GB�5H<?7�4�6B@CHG8E�J;8A�;8�J4F�~��L84EF�B?7� 

&G8C;8AnF�@4G;F�G846;8E�;8?C87�;<@�GB�5H<?7�4�6B@CHG8E�

4. *;L�7<7�&G8C;8A�:B�GB�HA<I8EF<GL�4�L84E�84E?<8E�G;4A�ABE@4?� 
 Stephen went to university a year earlier than normal because he passed his exams a 
L84E�84E?L�

5. Find and copy a phrase which shows that Stephen was older than his brother and sisters. 

eldest child

6. &H@�HC�G;8�<@CBEG4A68�B9�&G8C;8AnF�F6<8AG<Ŝ6�7<F6BI8E<8F� 
#HC<?Fn�BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F�&G8C;8AnF�F6<8AG<Ŝ6�7<F6BI8E<8F�J8E8�<@CBEG4AG�5864HF8�
people learned something about black holes they had never known before  and it gave 
4A�4AFJ8E�4F�GB�;BJ�G;8�HA<I8EF8�J4F�6E84G87�

7. �KC?4<A�J;L�LBH�G;<A>�C8BC?8�G;BH:;G�G;8��4J><A:�94@<?L�J8E8�HAHFH4?� 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: People thought that the Hawking family were unusual 
5864HF8�G;8�94@<?L�JBH?7�F<G�<A�F<?8A68�4A7�846;�E847�4�5BB>�J;<?8�G;8L�4G8�@84?F��';8L�
4E8�4?FB�F4<7�GB�;4I8�>8CG�4�588;<I8�<A�G;8<E�54F8@8AG�4A7�G;8L�@478�ŜE8JBE>F�<A�G;8<E�
:E88A;BHF8�

8. �KC?4<A�J;4G�J4F�F<:A<Ŝ64AG�45BHG�G;8�74L�&G8C;8A�J4F�5BEA� 
#HC<?Fn�BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F�';8�74L�&G8C;8A�J4F�5BEA�J4F�F<:A<Ŝ64AG�5864HF8�<G�
J4F�8K46G?L��}}�L84EF�49G8E�G;8�784G;�B9�G;8�94@BHF�4FGEBAB@8E��4?<?8B�

Stephen Hawking
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Need or Want?
An Activity Linked to Unicef’s Playground Challenge

Every child has rights, whatever their ethnic background, religion, gender, 
language or ability. It is the responsibility of adults and governments to 
work together to make sure children enjoy their rights. All children have 
basic needs, which they cannot live without. There are other things that we 
want but don’t need to survive. These are called wants.

Can you tell the difference between a ‘need’ and a ‘want’? Sort the statements 
into two groups.
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Need or Want?

Healthy Food 
Children 
should not 
be expected to 
find their own food.  
A parent or adult should 
provide nutritious food 
for a child.

Health Care 
Children should 
have a place to go to 
receive the care they 
need when they are 
ill. They should be able 
to get the right medicine  
if they need it.

Holidays 
Children should 
expect to be 
taken on holiday, 
preferably abroad on an  
all-inclusive package.

Sweet Treats  
and Fast Food 
Everyone deserves a  
treat – children should get 
sweets or fast food  
at least once a week.

Safety
Children might need 
protection from 
another child or 
adult. They should 
have someone to 
defend them.

Pocket Money 
If a child is 
expected to do 
jobs around 
the house, 
such as tidying their room, 
they should receive an 
amount of pocket money  
in recognition of this.

A Mobile Phone
The latest model  
and coolest brand 
of mobile phone 
is essential for 
today’s children.

Fashionable Clothes 
It is important 
for children 
to always 
look good. They 
should have fashionable 
clothes so that their friends 
won’t laugh at them.

Shelter 
A parent or adult 
should make sure 
a child has a safe, 
clean and warm shelter.

Play 
Children should be 
allowed the time 
and space to 
play in safety.

Education 
Children should  
be encouraged  
to recognise and nurture 
their own unique talents. 
They have the right to a 
good education to help 
them find their place in 
the world.

A Bicycle 
Bicycles are  
great fun to  
ride and every child 
should have one.
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Need or Want?

Want Not sure Need
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Need or Want?
An Activity Linked to Unicef’s Playground Challenge

Every child has rights, whatever their ethnic background, religion, gender, 
language or ability. It is the responsibility of adults and governments to 
work together to make sure children enjoy their rights. All children have 
basic needs, which they cannot live without. There are other things that we 
want but don’t need to survive. These are called wants.

Can you tell the difference between a ‘need’ and a ‘want’? Sort the statements 
into two groups.
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Need or Want?

Healthy Food 
Children 
should not 
be expected to 
find their own food.  
A parent or adult should 
provide nutritious food 
for a child.

Health Care 
Children should 
have a place to go to 
receive the care they 
need when they are 
ill. They should be able 
to get the right medicine  
if they need it.

Holidays 
Children should 
expect to be 
taken on holiday, 
preferably abroad on an  
all-inclusive package.

Sweet Treats  
and Fast Food 
Everyone deserves a  
treat – children should get 
sweets or fast food  
at least once a week.

Safety
Children might need 
protection from 
another child or 
adult. They should 
have someone to 
defend them.

Pocket Money 
If a child is 
expected to do 
jobs around 
the house, 
such as tidying their room, 
they should receive an 
amount of pocket money  
in recognition of this.

A Mobile Phone
The latest model  
and coolest brand 
of mobile phone 
is essential for 
today’s children.

Fashionable Clothes 
It is important 
for children 
to always 
look good. They 
should have fashionable 
clothes so that their friends 
won’t laugh at them.

Shelter 
A parent or adult 
should make sure 
a child has a safe, 
clean and warm shelter.

Play 
Children should be 
allowed the time 
and space to 
play in safety.

Education 
Children should  
be encouraged  
to recognise and nurture 
their own unique talents. 
They have the right to a 
good education to help 
them find their place in 
the world.

A Bicycle 
Bicycles are  
great fun to  
ride and every child 
should have one.
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Need or Want?

Want Not sure Need
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